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Nursing jobs are worldâ€™s most challenging job. Nurses care for patients like they are from their
families. Responsibilities of physicianâ€™s assistant i.e nurses are very wide in nature. There are two
types of staff nurses exist, RMN and RGN. Registered Mental Nurses (RMN) are those who work in
mental health hospital. On the other hand RGN i.e Registered General Nurses are those who work
in general hospital without any specific specialization. Nurses can also work in home, community or
any other means like privately for a patient. For those who works in hospitals have many option like
they can work in OPD, ICU and or any other specific department like ENT and eye. With different
departments responsibilities are also differs. So staff nurses should be able to handle any situation
with wisdom and courage.

The central part of the physicianâ€™s assistant job is to offer nursing care to those who need it. A staff
nurse is totally responsible for patientâ€™s safety and comfort during their treatment. This is very
different from a physician jobs. Nursing care includes a regular check up and monitoring of the
patientâ€™s condition. It is the responsibility of a nurse that patient is comfortable and satisfied in
hospital. Physicianâ€™s assistance should be alert always for any kind of emergency. They have to
report doctor about patientâ€™s current status time to time. Every patient has to take medicines,
injection and or bandages on a certain interval. It is nurseâ€™s responsibility to provide all these on time
and monitor the status of patientâ€™s cure.

Apart from nursing care, physicianâ€™s assistants have other responsibilities too. A nurse usually works
in a team or group. Depending upon their experience and position in team responsibilities defers.
Team is responsible for proper planning and implementation of every task and policy. Seniors have
to supervise their minions for better service and care of patients.

Physicianâ€™s assistant has many more other responsibilities too. It is their responsibility to keep track
of history of regular patients and provide all information to respective doctor. They have to keep
track every finding and unusual condition of their patient. Nurses have to maintain some
administrative tasks of clinics and hospitals too. They are responsible for providing complete report
of their observation to medical observer on demand.

Although nursing jobs includes a lot of responsibility, still people choose this field as a career option
because itâ€™s a reputed job. Nursing is a noble deed and it provides a way to serve mankind. Being
physicianâ€™s assistant or nurse has other benefits too. You can have better payment than any other
hospitality job. These days there are more demands for this field so nursing can be a great career
option for this generation.
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